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a science fiction novel written by British writer JK Rowling and the fourth novel in the Harry Potter series. Initially, the book
was published on November 25, 2007, and immediately after the release it topped the lists of the best books of all time

according to various publications [1].The audience that read the book amounted to more than 1 billion people
worldwide[2][3][4]. The novel has a 76% rating on Rotten Tomatoes in the US alone, based on 27 reviews. Critics called the

novel "a book full of violence, sex, deceit, magic, strong and sad charm, horror, pornography, fantasy, poetry, philosophy, wit,
pseudoscience and magical love"[5]. The Metacritic rating is 74 out of 100 based on 13 reviews[6]. The novel is set in England
at the end of the 19th century. Professor Quirrell (Harry Potter) arrives at the home of Hogwarts wizard Hagrid to visit his sons
Tonks and Malfoy and meet his fiancee Luna Lovegood (Hermione Granger). Quirinus Lovegood spent some time last week at

their house and is now invited to visit for a ghost hunt. Soon after, he and his wife find themselves in a strange house, where
they are trapped in a trap along with the Dementors. In the course of the action, Harry meets Professor Snape (Severus Snape) -

his former teacher at Hogwarts. Harry behaves very rudely and even cruelly towards him, although it is obvious that his
meetings with Professor Snape are not really random. However, Snape manages to get Harry to obey him, though not without
difficulty. They soon have to find a way to get out of the house where they ran away because of the Dementors. The book also
contains episodic characters - Professor Binswanger (Gryffindor), Professor Trelawney (Gryffindor), as well as six students of

Hogwarts Hogsmeade: Harry Potter, Ron Weasley, Hermione Hermioneta Granger, Draco Malfoy, Sirius Black and Luna
Lovegoodia. The twelfth and final novel in the series. It was first published in the United States on November 25, 2008,

becoming the fourth and final book in the Harry Potter series. A children's version was released on November 25, 2010. The
book takes place
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